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Concept:
Developed jointly by practitioners and academics (amongst others through the involvement of the
International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) Commission on competition, the association of Swiss
Holdings, national competition authorities and the European Commission, corporate legal departments
and university institutes).
•

Fills the gap between the bulky traditional textbooks and the many succinct, "in a nutshell"
brochures.

•

Addresses all areas of competition law (collusive conduct of undertakings, abuse of a
dominant position, merger regulation, state aid).

•

Completely up to date, including the 2010 revision of the regulatory texts on horizontal und
vertical agreements and block exemptions.

•

Is in a handy format (A4, 0.85 cm thickness, 360g, less than 150 pages), easy to carry in a
briefcase.

•

Has page-by-page layout appropriate for instruction of clients, line managers etc.

•

Written in accessible English.

•

Comes with a comprehensive companion website, which provides quick and simple access
to all legislative materials and case law in full text, featuring exercises and suggests
solutions.

•

Regular updates are made available via the companion website.

Suitable for:
•

Practitioners (Compliance and legal departments, public authorities, law firms)
As a „Field manual“ and „Compliance tool“ on the individual desk for daily
routine work, manual in meetings, self-study, tool for individual compliance
training.

•

Competition lawyers (specialised attorneys and inhouse counsels)

•

Students, academia

Checklist for counselling clients and documentary basis for memos.
Straightforward intuitive study material, up to date with comprehensive references to
relevant sources of law. Due to its highly structured nature suited for presentations
and communication of competition law issues (universities, universities of applied
science, continued education, non-lawyers).
Features:
Printed publication
•

55 charts on EU competition law

•

20 charts on EU law background and context

•

Annex with the most important legal texts included

•

Comprehensive table of regulatory texts and cases referenced in the book and index of
keywords

with explanatory text
with explanatory text
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Companion website
•

URL: http://competition.eur-charts.eu; not password protected

•

Contents of the companion website:
1. Regular updates;
2. PDF-package with important regulatory texts for individual download;
3. Direct EUR-lex access to all regulatory texts and cases cited in the book;
4. Exercises and suggested solutions.

Contents:
Part ONE:
EU Competition law
I. Charts: EU competition law (Arts. 102 – 109 TFEU):
1. Introduction and overview, 2. Conduct of undertakings, 3. Mixed situations, 4. State aid
II. Explanatory text: EU competition law
[Exercises and legal analysis on the Companion website]
Part TWO:
Background and context: competition law as part of the EU legal system
I. Charts: competition law as part of the EU legal system
II. Explanatory text: competition law as part of the EU legal system
Annex: Legislative materials

The idea behind this “field manual” is for in-house lawyers, compliance professionals, consultants, attorneys, officers in
European or national public administration and students to benefit from a comprehensive set of 75 charts illustrating the
“core” of EU competition law together with a brief companion text that relates back to the charts. This concept was
developed through the combined professional experience of the authors, in both legal practice and in academia.
Visualising law, as the authors are attempting to do in this book by means of charts, gives the reader some idea of what
the blueprint of the edifice of EU competition law looks like. Not unlike architecture, the basic concepts seem
misleadingly simple but the challenge lies in establishing the correct connections between those concepts. That is what
this book seeks to achieve.
First, the charts are intended as a learning tool for practitioners as well as for students endeavouring to study EU
competition law or to brush up on their skills in this field. Indeed most people understand and memorise complex or
abstract content more easily if they have some form of visual aid at their disposal. Second, these charts are intended as a
presentation tool. Whether the task is explaining an issue of EU law to a client, making a presentation before the board of
directors of a company or lecturing on EU law in a university, visual tools can be highly useful.
This book is supplemented by a companion website, which comprises a number of exercises as well as a comprehensive
set of reference legal texts which are available for download and it also informs readers about updates and corrigenda.

Further EUR-Charts publications explaining essential areas of EU law:
•

Tobler C.; Beglinger J., Essential EU Law in Charts, 2nd updated and revised "Lisbon" edition 2010,
363 p., HVG-ORAC, ISBN 978-963-258-086-9

•

Tobler C.; Beglinger J., Essential EU Law in Text, Companion publication to Essential EU Law in
Charts, With Exercises and Solutions, 112 p., HVG-ORAC, ISBN 978-963-258-087-6
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